PERICOP
PE 9

PRE
ESENCE
1. It is sad that
t others are not acctively awaare of theirr eternalsellf and lifee, but
sadder still
s is the fact that we
w add to their
t
loss by not recoggnizing andd acknowleddging
their truue nature! …are
… you willing
w
to frree everyonee to the eterrnalbeing thhey are?
2. Beside youu is a preseence! …do you feel it?? It may aat times seeem vague …
…and
lose defiinition and descriptionn, yet it is always
a
withh you …seeeking your aacknowledggment
and suppport! Preseence is not there
t
to teaach and guidde you, …iit is to be prepared by you,
which wiill in turn fully
f
acknow
wledge andd affirm youu! …supporrt you! …annd guide youu!
3. When the touch
t
of thiis presence is lost or fforsaken, a conscious stillness inn the
midst of your busy activities caan return thhe assurancce and comffort of that touch to yoou!
4. Presence does
do not worrk through you,
y you woork throughh this affirm
ming presennce at
all timess! …for yoou are the mind
m and hands
ha
of preesence! …aand everythhing you do,, you
do for prresence …aand from prresence. Whhat are youu offering? What are yyou teachingg and
revealinng …and shaaring? Whaat are you saying
s
and ddoing?
5. Presence abides
a
with you constaantly as ann intimate ccompanion, such that w
when
you speaak, you speaak in commuunion! …annd when youu act, you aact in comm
munion!
6. Your talennt, ability, and
a privilegge is to livee and life thhis presencee that lives with
you! …aand draws greatness from
f
you! …so
… you caan bring thaat fineness to everyonee you
meet. Prresence thatt abides wit
ith you provvides an exppansive aw
wareness annd realizatioon of
yourself and the liffe you are preparing
p
annd living foor yourself …and for others.
7. This presennce is muchh more thann “God is w
watching youu!” …for yyou are teacching
and offeering this prresence! …ttherefore, in
i speaking of yourselff alone …yyou deny thee life
and pressence of youurself!
8. Are you willing
w
to live
l within this presen
ence withouut fear or doubt? …tto be
med by this presence? …to be draawn out of yourself byy this preseence?
touched and affirm
… do inn this presennce!
Everythiing you do …you
…the
9. It is timee to come face-to-faace with yoour other expansive selfhood …
companioonness thatt surroundss you that is
i you …beeyond the seelf you aree familiar w
with!
…the forrsaken partt of yoursellf that is losst to unawaareness.
10. Those who taught youu to “look within”
w
did you a disseervice! …foor you are farmore-exppansive outtside of yoourself thann you everr realized! …or can ever be w
within
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yourself! …do not continue limiting and confining yourself so!
11. Your eternalself abides in presence all around you …not within you! …and you
and your companion in communion is your true being and self!
12. Many times in many situations you have probably felt limited or inadequate!
…now, the more you become aware of the presence all around you, the more you will
draw yourself into that …and realize the expansiveness of yourself!
13. Though you don’t seem to realize it, you are at the very center of your being!
…unaware that the presence and companion you are seeking is all around you! …do not
go within …expand without!
14. Come to the active awareness of what is all around you! …you may be surprised
to discover that the clatter and confusion of life is not close at hand …it is outside of the
presence around you, …are you now willing to come out of your shell and sense the
presence near at hand? …and live awarefully in that presence at all times?
15. It is your choice to come out into communion with the presence around you …or
continue searching and hiding within! …which will you choose?
16. Begin by acknowledging there is a companion around you …for you to guide and
assist! …for you to see and speak for! …and for you to act on behalf of!
17. Hopefully, the day will come when you will knowingly live and life …and
function outside of yourself in the presence again …awarefully communioned with your
eternalself! …then, in the few times you lose or forsake that presence, you can quickly
return your self and eternal companion to communion in that presence.
18. Einstein declared that everything is relative …and that is true! …but everything
exists within its own presence …and that is vital!
19. Acknowledge the presence and companion around you …and do all things in
every circumstance of life in this eternal presence! …offer yourself from your eternal
presence! …relieve yourself and others of the pains, problems, and illnesses resulting
from loss of awareness of presence! …do everything in the presence and promise of
presence! …understand and apply yourself in presence! …never forsake eternal
presence! …experience and understand all things in eternal presence! …expand your
awarenesses and realizations in presence! …relax and comfort yourself in presence!
20. Whatever you do, do not hold yourself within! …for your true being and
presence that surrounds you is finer and more expansive than any condition or
circumstance in your body and life …or in the world around you!
21. In the beginning was the eternal presence! …today, you are a coalescence of that
presence within that presence!
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22. You are eternal in presence! …yet, even that is not you! …however, the day will
come when this presence will be so real with you …and a part of you that most of the
time you will be unaware of its presence! …yet, it will still be with you …for you to
realize! …and to know that with every belief, thought, attitude, emotion, word, and
action you are guiding and teaching and supporting that presence! …and being directed,
enhanced, and supported in return! …this is the promise and revelation of life lived in
the eternal way! [Book 31]
23. Acknowledge the presence of your eternal nature …and the communion presence
within every belief, thought, attitude, emotion, word, and action …and in every
experience, …and show others to the presence of themselves!
24. The realization of eternal presence can be lived and applied in every situation
and circumstance! …are you willing to protect and direct your presence? …and that of
others? …to offer wisdom and guidance? …to care for and protect the health of
presence, and provide strength and understanding with every belief and action …and
receive the same in every event and experience?
25. Though you don’t realize it yet, presence offers you knowledge of and protection
from unsuitable desires and ambitions, from harmful activities and false pleasures, from
lack of eternal awarenesses and realizations, and from the normal discords of life!
26. Presence is not a power or force that will do for you what you are unwilling to
do for yourself! …presence opens your eyes and mind beyond the moment so you can
make wise eternal decisions for your self and life.
27. Presence is a quality of poise and effectiveness …and ease of performance
…resulting from the communion of temporal·eternal that enables you to achieve a close,
sympathetic, and awareful relationship with all individuals and matters in your life!
28. Presence is your ancient life that still continues! …and has existence and
influence in the present! …and which is within sight, at hand, on call! Presence expands
and extends your area of influence …and the effectiveness of that influence!
29. Overcoming your problems and struggles …and lifeing your dreams is not in
“being present”, it is in living your eternal presence! …which is the awareful communion
of your self and life today with your on-going ancient self and life, …actually, your
personal Garden of Eden is the presence all around you, …have you forgotten that? …or
abandoned it? Your body and life can be a shambles of pain, doubt, and unawareness
when you live without your eternal presence clearly realized as a guide to understanding,
…therefore, it is vital that you and healers realize that the secret of all “healing and
wellbeing” is understanding the life and true desires of patients …and acting upon their
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eternal presence and eternal nature …otherwise, all treatments will be temporary at best
…and mostly ineffective! …though, such treatments can certainly relieve the body of pain
and illness …they do little or nothing for the self occupying that body!
30. To all healers! …the kingdom of eternal is the presence all around you …and
around your patients, …therefore, all “healing” other than “symptom relief” requires the
acknowledgment and affirmation [Book 24] of a patient’s eternal presence …and
communion with and within that eternal presence! Once one’s eternal presence is
perceived, you will have the necessary awareness and realization to effectuate a lasting
result …regardless of the nature of the affliction presented! …or at least you will be
able to deal with your patient’s eternal problem or difficulty! In this, you are not seeing
two different sides or aspects of your patient, you are seeing the same individual …of
separate beings in two different situations …temporal and eternal. In most patients, you
will see these beings and situations in conflict …not in communion!
31. Of course, seeing and effectuating a person’s presence in communion does not
mean you will heal or enliven every patient and relieve every hurt or illness, for many
individuals will not awaken themselves to their communion and eternal presence in their
life …or will not do so for very long before returning to “self and life as usual” …and
to old matters and activities without eternal awareness and realization, …can you
perceive how eternal awareness and presence overshadows all temporary conditions and
situations …and offers wellbeing?
32. So it is …that while many people “seek a healing” …they actually only want
relief from the pain and symptoms of the self and life they are creating and struggling to
endure! …and many healers who declare they “want to heal”, actually, only want relief
from the pain and symptoms of their self and life as well.
33. No person, thing, condition, or happening is the source of your pain and
afflictions, …your loss of eternal awareness and realization creates discord about what
you are doing and lifeing and living at the moment …and that disturbs and afflicts you!
34. In your body and life today, you create and react to your own creations without
an eternal presence to offer you an expanded view of yourself and your creations!
…unfortunately, you react without awareness …and judge without realization! …do you
believe it is wise to continue in these ways?

Presence expands you and your life, …it is not a refuge from life!

